


The days of the blue rectangle are behind us: with NaturaSwim, we invite you to wander gently into a pool, with 
its lagoon atmosphere, that enhances your outdoor space like no other. You have complete freedom in choice 
of shape, you have colors worthy of the most beautiful natural lagoons, you have outdoor bathing that is secure 
and accessible to all. Thanks to the implementation of our highly innovative concrete finish,  NaturaDream offers 
you the ongoing delight of a lagoon pool  that just  oozes quiet and relaxation, at an unbeatable price !

Thanks to the simplicity of the implementation of our 
concrete stone finish,  NaturaDream offers you a 
custom lagoon pool  for less  than the price  of a 
conventional pool: your  dream becomes reality !

    An exceptional pool at a very 
affordable price

A new concept in swimming pools:
free form at the right price

The advantages of NaturaSwim

The gentle slopes of NaturaSwim are revolutionary in 
terms of pool safety: You get into the water gradually, 
with plenty of time to react if a child or a four-legged 
friend comes in unexpectedly.  No more falling into 
the deep end!  With a gentle sloping access into  the 
pool, discover the comfort of a swim  on the beach, 
where everyone is free to wade, sit, lie down in the 
watewater... and where the toddlers as well as the elderly 
can  take part in all waterside pleasures in complete 
safely !

    A secure pool area,
accessible to all

A NaturaSwim pool looks after itself with a simple 
pool vacuum sweeper and adapts to any type of 
water sterilization. Without a top coating, and with a 
water volume well below that of a conventional 
pool, NaturaSwim’s filtration and sterilization costs 
are up to 50% below those of a traditional pool.

    Simple and  economical 
maintenance






